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The wonder of the feet cannot be marvelled at enough. They consist of 28 
bones, 27 joints, 60 muscles and more than 100 ligaments. They keep us in 
balance every day and play a major role in fine-tuning with all movements of the 
body. There are more nerve endings in the soles of our feet than in our face. We 
don‘t pay much attention to this part of the body, as they are in shoes all day 
long. (www.planet-wissen.de/natur/anatomie_des_menschen/fuesse)
 
How pleasant is a relaxing walk barefoot on the beach or across the meadow. 
Nowadays children have few opportunities to enjoy this. Therefore it is important 
to offer as many tactile impressions as possible through different surfaces and 
hard and soft grounds. In this way the feet get stimulation and „food“ for a 
healthy mental and physical development.

SABINE HOKENMAIER
Product-Manager

Occupational Therapist

Barefoot

space for desired material

feel and recognize

Children can build their own course

Everything fits in the box
(435 005)

balance

150 024  Feely Feet

Contents/Material/Sizes: 14 sensory elements: 7 tactile boards, surface 
materials: artificial turf, abrasive fabric, linoleum, acrylic, velcro strips, wood, 
polished stainless steel, 31.5 x 43 x 2 cm, 2 slanted elements, made of birch 
multiplex with non-slip base, 4 corner textile elements: 2 each made of mi-
crofiber (100% polyester) and made of terry cloth (100% cotton), washable at 
30 ° C, 31.5 x 31.5 cm without filling. Fillings: soft and firm foam, balls (poly-
ethylene) and inner cushion with granulate, 1 tray with lid made out of plastic.
Educational Approach: Concentration and attention, sensory and body per-
ception are developed.
Game Suggestions: The feely Feet is an imaginative path for the feet with 
a variety of sensory tactile boards. The tactile boards with various attractive 
and pleasant materials are complemented with soft textile elements. These 
are filled differently, equipped with anti-slip feature and giving an additional 
differentiated feel. A self-filling tray can be integrated into the path with two 
non-slip slopes and without the danger of tripping. Children will be happy to 
try this path and will be able to complement it with their own ideas.

3+
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Touch and Feel

1 - 3

102 952  Feely Dice

Contents/Material/Sizes: Base plate/stand, 6 cubes with 12 different mate-
rials: acrylic, acrylic strips, stainless steel perforated sheet, polished stainless 
steel, artificial turf, felt, suede, leather, velcro, velcro hooks, abrasive fabric, 
linoleum, overall size 49 cm, cube edge length 6.5 cm. 
Educational Approach: Promotion of visual and tactile perception. 
Game Suggestions: The memo game is mixed by throwing the dice. 12 dif-
ferent materials can be felt and sorted in pairs. The game can be felt horizon-
tally as well as vertically. In addition, the cubes are removable, which allows 
plenty of game variants.

102 953  Tastu

Contents/Material/Sizes: 2 cubes, each with 6 different materials: acry-
lic, abrasive fabric, wood, linoleum, velcro hooks, stainless steel, cube edge 
length 6.5 cm.
Educational Approach: Development of tactile and visual perception.
Game Suggestions: The size and material of the feeling cubes are tailored 
to the needs of the little ones. The six different materials offer a wide variety 
of sensory perceptions. Blindfolded players, can find and match both cubes. 
Can the materials be found elsewhere? Perhaps this material can be found in 
the classroom? A nice variant is the combination with the feely feet (150 024), 
for even more interesting games.

103 671  Through Here

Contents/Material/Sizes: 3 fabric bags, each with 9 coloured discs in 2 
different thicknesses (6 discs 1 cm and 3 discs 2.5 cm thick, Ø 4.5 cm) stai-
ned and coloured and one thick rod, natural varnished beech, 21 cm long, Ø 
approx. 1.5 cm, in a cotton bag with a colour-sorted ribbon (100% cotton).
Educational Approach: Sensory motor and fine skills, dexterity, eye-hand 
coordination and patience are trained.
Game Suggestions: Plug-in game, in which the coloured discs can be put 
on the rod, rounded on both sides, rolled or built into a tower. In addition, the 
wooden discs are really wonderful for small children‘s hands.  

3+ 18+

18+
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Lite-worlds

New worlds are created -
they can be formed and changed 

103 949  Lite-worlds

Game idea from Klax-Pädagogik 
Contents/Material/Sizes: 1 set of ropes, 2 m 
long, 1 curtain (100% polyester, Trevira CS, flame 
retardant, washable up to 30 ° C), 2 x 2.2 m, 12 
clips for hanging up the curtain, 3 bags to weigh it 
down and stretch the curtain.
Educational Approach: Optical experiences and 
basic knowledge about the game of light and sha-
dows are explored, social skills and interaction are 
promoted.
Game Suggestions: With the projection curtain 
emerges an accessible, fascinating three-dimen-
sional world of experience: films or images are 
projected onto the extra translucent textile and 
the wall behind it using a projector or overhead 
projector (701 586). When entering the space bet-
ween the wall and the curtain, the children immer-
se themselves in a world of light and experience 
being a part of it. How fascinating it is to see the 
fish swimming underwater or to sit in a waterfall. 
Different materials can be used to experiment with 
light and shadows on the overhead projector.

30°

VIDEO

3+
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Accessories:
103 512  Wooden Plug
Contents/Material/Sizes: 100 
wooden plugs, beech lacquered, in 
a cotton bag. Approx. 6.66 cm, Ø 
2 cm. 

103 508  Luxy Rainbow Co-
lumn in cardbox
Content/Material/Sizes: 126 ac-
rylic columns in 7 bright colours, in 
a practical cardbox. Acrylic column 
about 6.66 cm, Ø 2 cm, cardbox 24 
x 24 x 7 cm. 

103 511  Rainbow Peg Board for the Wall and Table Use

Contents/Material/Sizes: 1 plug-in board with 99 holes, 49 x 
49 cm, 2 mounting panels, incl. mounting material, HPL-coated 
board material.
Educational Approach: Development of fine motor skills, visu-
al perception and imagination.
Game Suggestions: Even the youngest can put a variety of 
colourful pictures on this peg board wall game. The Luxy Rain-
bow Column (103 508) are suitable for this. With the inserted 
light panel (102 684) with colour changer, appear colourful pin-
ned pictures. This is how light and colour can be experienced. 
The small light panel (102 688) also fits behind the plug-in board. 
Geometric shapes or letters can also be inserted. Holes are darkened 
with the wooden plugs (103 512) so that the negative effect is visible. 
This plug-in board can also be used flat on a table.

102 684  Light Panel Small 
- RGB 
Size: 48 cm wide, 36 cm deep, 2 
cm thick. 
Light Surface: 44 cm x 32 cm. 
Weight: 3.33 kg.

1
1

2
2

3

3

Rainbow Peg Board

2+
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Uhl-Corky Build

183 197  Uhl-Corky Build

Contents/Material/Sizes: 96 Uhl blocks made out of cork in a Uhl block 
box, 66.6 x 33.3 x 16.6 mm (Uhl- size). The well-known Uhl building blocks 
are now also available in cork for a new building experience.  

103 542  Lumi Construction Panels

Contents/Material/Sizes: 20 light panels made of satin acrylic glass in 3 
different sizes. 8 boards 10 x 10 cm, 4 boards 20 x 6.66 cm (Uhl size), 8 
boards 10 x 13.3 cm.

Why Uhl-Corky Build?
These cork bricks differ from previous bricks by their nature. The 

dimensions are the same, the physical properties are different: 

e.g. haptics, temperature, noise generation, weight, static and 

physical construction properties. Thus the cork bricks invite to 

experiment.

In combination with Uhl wooden bricks or acrylic bricks, the 

master builders have the most varied material experiences in the 

game. As an ideal addition to the building corner, Uhl cork bricks 

are a significant extension of the wide range of experiences gai-

ned in building with the standardized Uhl bricks, Lumi and Luxy 

as well as the jewel bricks.
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Lite Tops

103 543  Lite Tops

Contents/Material/Sizes: 25 roof shapes from 3 different cultures in satin 
and clear acrylic glass, largest roof shape 20 x 5 x 1.6 cm, smallest roof sha-
pe 6.6 x 3.3 x 1.6 cm, 11 Luxy light blocks in 3 shapes (Uhl blocks, column 
stones, cuboids) made of clear acrylic glass, 11 Uhl blocks made of wood in 
3 different shapes (Uhl blocks, column stones, cuboids), Uhl building blocks 
6.6 x 3.3 x 1.6 cm, in a practical wooden box with an acrylic glass lid, 20.6 x 
20.6 x 7 cm.
Educational Approach: These roof shapes are a perfect complement to our 
Lumi and Luxy building blocks. They represent roof shapes from 3 different 
cultures (European, Oriental and Asian) and thus offer opportunities for dis-
cussion on the subject of other countries and cultures. Due to the different 
materials, it is wonderful to play with the colours and shapes by using light.
Game Suggestions: The roof shapes can be combined with our Lumi and 
Luxy building blocks (e.g. 103 162 and 103 325) as well as with the Dusyma-
Uhl building blocks (183 214) to create colourful buildings.
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Leaning Stacking Tower Maxi

103 437  Leaning Stacking Tower Maxi 

Contents/Sizes/Material: 20 building blocks 
with different slants, made of EVA foam, 1 cube, in 
a practical bag. 1 dice 8 x 8 x 8 cm, building block 
cube 10 x 10 x 10 cm.
Educational Approach: Our popular learning 
stack is now also available in large format. The 
colourful blocks combine playing and building and 
offer a new challenge. Knowledge of statics and 
gravity is expanded by building and stacking. Dex-
terity, concentration and fine motor skills are also 
developed.
Game Suggestions: The players roll the dice and 
must stack the corresponding building blocks on 
top of each other. This is not so easy, since they 
have different slants, depending on the colour. 
Who can create the highest tower? Which tow-
er stays longer at the end? Due to their soft EVA 
foam, the building blocks offer an interesting, hap-
tic and are safe for construction and gaming ex-
perience. They can be used indoors and outdoors 
(please keep them dry).

1 - 5
3+
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Mandaline

103 941  Mandaline

Material/Sizes: Velor made of polyamide, Okotex Standard 100, anti-slip 
reverse side made of latex, cleaning: hand wash. Do not use bleaching deter-
gents, 80 x 80 cm, pile height 4 mm.
Educational Approach: When laying a mandala, and in addition to the plan-
ning, the children‘s imagination is promoted.
Game Suggestions: The Mandaline is characterized by its symmetrical and 
simple graphics. This makes it easy for the children to decorate the mandala 
and be able to rest and relax. The mandala decoration material (103 942) is 
perfectly coordinated with Mandaline. Everything that the classroom or nature 
offers can of course also be used as decorative material. Due to its size, it 
makes sense to lay the carpet on platforms or tables sized 80 x 80 cm.

103 942  Mandala Laying Materials

Contents/Material/Sizes: 56 parts, 24 roller plugs in 3 colours, 8 wooden 
discs, 4 crocodiles, 4 giraffes, 8 rings in 4 colours, 8 rings in different colours, 
all parts made out of wood, colourful parts stained and varnished, in a cotton 
bag. 8 rings each 1 cm high, 4 rings each 2 cm high, 4 rings each 4 cm high. 
Game Suggestions: The colour and number of pieces of this decoration set 
are perfectly matched to the Mandaline (103 941). Of course it can also be 
combined with other decorative material.

3+
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All around the world...

Trimo shows that despite external differences, things are essentially 
the same - „same but different. Here lies potential to strengthen the 
children‘s innate curiosity as well as their the impartial nature in order 
to live with appreciation and tolerance.

Same, but different!

Supplement to the Dusyma language material 
„Apropos Sprache“

103 495  Trimo

Game Idea: Barbara Hinz 
Contents/Material/Sizes: 30 cards, 8 x 8 cm, birch multiplex, printed, in a 
wooden box with a set of instructions. 
Educational Approach: All over the world ... people play. Getting to know 
cultural differences and similarities is the theme of this game. Trimo promotes 
understanding of different cultures and offers many opportunities for discus-
sion. 
Game Suggestions: The different motives on the cards are always divided 
into matching triplets, each of which represents an area, e.g. board games. To 
find the right motif, the cards have markings for self-control. The game offers 
several play options, such as the famous memo game.

103 215  „Apropos Sprache“ Idea Cards

Contents: 55 laminated idea cards, 1 folder, 1 booklet with instructions.
Educational Approach: Many application examples for the material of „Ap-
ropos Sprache“. Among other things, language skills, vocabulary, grammar, 
sentence formation and pronunciation are developed through play.

1 - 4
3+

dusyma.com

FURTHER 
PRODUCTS
ON THIS TOPIC
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Wheelie

102 091  Wheelie

Contents/Material/Sizes: Birch multiplex, natu-
ral lacquered, beech bars, inserts in acrylic glass, 
Ø 45 cm, holes in acrylic glass Ø 9 cm and 16 cm, 
40 cm high. 
Educational Approach: The Wheelie is the ideal 
companion for the little ones. It encourages them 
to move around the room. The incentive to move is 
created and coordination is promoted.
Game Suggestions: It is fascinating to see how 
the balls swirl in the wheel, or roll out of the hole. It 
is then great to run after them and put them back 
in! The Wheelie is put on its side to play with balls 
or other materials. Some things are fished out bet-
ween the rods with long fingers.

dusyma.com

MATCHING 
BALLS
FIND HERE

2+
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With our modular furniture kowidu we 
provide you with the basis for individual 
children‘s furniture. You decide how the 
set of furniture will look in the end.

The role-playing furniture can be combined 
and put together according to requirements.

You can find various kitchen variants, the 
matching dining table, stool or bench, even 
a dressing table and desk in the Kowidu fur-
niture range.
Everyone can design their own tailor-made 
piece of furniture - with a unique design that 
adapts to all children‘s rooms and tastes. Ko-
widu is available in many colours, sizes and 
dimensions.

Thanks to the design, you can also customi-
ze and expand the individual furniture later. 
Move and arrange the modules according to 
your mood and give your furniture a new look.

• modular system  
• Over 100 possible combinations 
• Solid beech base  
• individually assembled  
• multiple surfaces available  

MORE 
INFORMATION 
dusyma.com/

kowidu

kowidu - Role Playing Furniture
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Just as you like 

kowidu
kowidu - Role Playing Furniture
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Island combination  1
402 433 Corner shelving unit with pins, grey

402 352 Stove with oven 

402 462 Hanging shelf, maple 

402 412 Corner shelving unit, maple 

402 354 Sink with dishwasher 

402 466 Hanging shelf, white 

402 488 Middle Wall with Hatch 

402 305 Island base, Width 60 cm 

Island combination  2
402 402 Narrow base Cupboard 

402 363 Stove, grey 

402 426 Corner shelving unit right, white 

402 466 Hanging shelf, white 

402 412 Corner shelving unit, maple 

402 354 Sink with dishwasher 

402 442 Corner shelving unit right mit Pins, maple 

402 462 Hanging shelf, maple 

402 306 Island base, Width 80 cm 

402 488 Middle Wall with Hatch 60 cm 

402 550 Filling Pieces 10 cm 

Optional

402 542 Box natural large 

Combination 3
402 352 Stove with oven 

402 354 Sink with dishwasher 

402 302 Base piece, 80 cm 

402 481 Rear Wall, 80 cm 

402 358 Microwave 

Optional without Rear Wall and Microwave

Front view 

Front view 

Front view 

Rear view 

Combination 9
402 355 Fridge 

402 402 Narrow base Cupboard 

402 352 Stove with oven 

402 354 Sink with dishwasher 

402 443 Corner shelving unit with pins, grey 

402 304 Base piece, 160 cm 

Island combination  8
402 352 Stove with oven 

402 406 Narrow base cupboard, white 

402 354 Sink with dishwasher 

402 443 Corner shelving unit with pins, grey 

402 344 Tall cupboard, petrol blue 

402 349 Base cupboard, white 

402 386 Tall cupboard 

402 462 Hanging shelf 40 cm, maple 

402 464 Hanging shelf 40 cm, petrol blue 

402 305 Island base 

402 487 Rear wall 120 cm 

Rear view 

Island unit 80 cm 

Island unit 120 cm

Width 80 cm

Width 160 cm
also possible with rear 

wall and wall cupboards

Island unit 60 cm

Do you need help putting 

together your ideal 

combination?

We look forward  to 

advising you!!

Rear view 
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kowidu - Combinations
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Combination 4
402 352 Stove with oven 

402 349 Base cupboard, white 

402 354 Sink with dishwasher 

402 303 Base piece 120 cm 

Optional

402 542 Box large, natural

Combination 6
402 362 Stove, Maple 

402 354 Sink with dishwasher 

402 353 Oven 

402 452 Base cupboard with door, maple 

402 303 Base piece 120 cm 

Combination 5
402 352 Stove with oven 

402 402 Narrow base cupboard, maple 

402 443 Corner shelving unit with pins, grey 

402 303 Base piece 120 cm 

Combination 7
402 352 Stove with oven 

402 370 Sink, maple 

402 350 Washing machine with door 

402 303 Base piece 120 cm 

kowidu
Kitchen combination examples

Width 120 cm
also possible with rear 

wall and wall cupboards

Here you will find combination op-
tions that we have put together. How 
about a kitchen with only red fronts? 
There are more than 100 variations.
Please do not forget: Always plan 
a central wall for a safe free standing 
island unit in the room!
The working height of the combina-
tions is 55 cm, the total height with 
the rear wall is 115 cm.
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kowidu - Combinations
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21 cm high

26 cm high

small

horizontal

square

large

medium

31 cm high

Upholstered Bench  
Upholstered bench including base. 
Material: red, light-green, grey, in artificial leather 
(100% polyurethane). Petrol blue in PU (100% po-
lyurethane, base fabric 100% polyester, filled with 
foam (polyether foam phthalate-free), solid beech 
base.. 
Size: 70 cm width, 30 cm depth, height (see se-
lection).

402 491  red

402 501  red

402 511  red

402 494  petrol blue

402 504  petrol blue

402 514  petrol blue

402 495  light-green

402 505  light-green

402 515  light-green

402 493  grey

402 503  grey

402 513  grey

Stool 
For easy self-assembly. 
Material: solid beech frame, double lacquered. 
Seat area : Birch  multiplex  HPL coated.

402 310  21 cm
Size: Seat area Ø 25 cm, 21 cm high 
402 311  26 cm
Size: Seat area Ø 25 cm, 26 cm high  
402 312  31 cm
Size: Seat area Ø 27 cm, 31 cm high  

Height 21 cm

Height 26 cm

Height 31 cm

Hanging Shelf, Horizontal  
For easy self-assemby on the rear walls . 
Material: Back panel in white decor, body colour  
can be selected. 
Size: Depth 15 cm, Height 20 cm, Width 40 cm.

Hanging Shelf, Square  
For easy self-assemby on the rear walls . 
Material: Body 1.6 cm, back panel in white decor,  
body colour can be selected. 
Size: Depth 15 cm, Height 20 cm, Width 20 cm.

402 466  white

402 476  white

402 463  grey

402 473  grey

402 464  petrol blue

402 474  petrol blue

402 465  light-green

402 475  light-green

402 461  red

402 471  red

402 460  Beech decor

402 470  Beech decor

402 462  Maple decor

402 472  Maple decor

Small Box 
Suitable for desk and hairdressing  and  care cen-
tres height extensions. 
Size: Width 18 cm, Depth 16 cm, Height 4,8 cm.

402 522  natural

402 521  red

402 525  light-green

402 532  natural 

402 531  red 

402 535  light-green 

Medium Box 
Suitable for hanging cupboards. 
Size: Width 16 cm, Depth 12 cm, Height 14,5 cm.

402 542  natural 

402 541  red  

402 545  light-green

Large Box 
Suitable for  base cupboards. 
Size: Width 16 cm, Depth 26,5 cm, Height 14,5 cm. 

Tables available in
3 different heights 

Round Table  
For easy self-assemby  . 
Material: Solid beech frame, double lacquered, 
table top birch multiplex HPL coated. 
Size: : Table top Ø 60 cm, height see selection.

402 320  40 cm

402 321  46 cm 

402 322  53 cm 

Square Table  
For easy self-assemby . 
Material: Solid beech frame, double lacquered, 
table top 1.9 cm HPL coated chipboard. 
Size: Table top 50 x 50 cm, height see selection.

402 323  40 cm 

402 324  46 cm 

402 325  53 cm 

Height Height

402 359  
Hanging Pins  
Set with 3 Pins

Material:
Birch multi-
plex
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kowidu - Seating Accessories 
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Beauty  Corner 
402 333 Folding mirror  

402 332 Hairdressing add-on top 

402 326 Frame, 53 cm high  

402 513 Uphostered bench, grey  

Optional

402 522 small box  

402 333  Folding Mirror
Material: 1.9 cm white decor, acrylic 
glass mirror 
Size: 1.9 cm white decor, acrylic 
glass mirror.

Frame for add-on Pieces  
Size: Width 80 cm, Depth 45 cm, 
Height see selection.

402 326  40 cm

402 327  46 cm

402 328  53 cm

Height

Matching add-on pieces 

Suitable for desk and hair-
dressing add-on units

402 330  Table top 
Size: 80 x 45 cm.

402 331  Nappy Changing 
add-on Top  
Size: 80 x 45 cm, 8,3 cm high.

402 332  Desk and Hair-
dressing add-on Top 
Size: 80 x 45 cm, 10 cm high.

402 461  red

402 471  red

402 460  Beech decor

402 470  Beech decor

402 462  Maple decor

402 472  Maple decor

With a mirror, the dressing table 
may only be placed against the 
wall (risk of tipping). Please 
order  light chain separately.

Tables available in 
3 different heights 

500 367  Light Chain 
Suitable for  the theater mirror - Bulbs 
can simply be inserted through the 
pilot holes. Battery charger lasts for 
400 hours, with timer function, 4 x AA  
1.5V (excl.).
Material: black cable.
Size: Total length 525 cm, illuminated 
length 225 cm.

402 334  Theater Mirror   
Material: 1.8 cm birch multiplex  
white decor, acrylic glass mirror. 
Size: 45 cm wide, 1.9 cm thick, 55 
cm high.
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kowidu - Indidvidual Elements 
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left left

right right

Please order boxes separately

Base Piece  
Size: Depth 30 cm, Height 15 cm, 
Width see selection .

402 300  40 cm

402 301  60 cm

402 302  80 cm

402 303  120 cm

402 304  160 cm

Width

For the left side 
For the left side 

For the right side 
For the right side 

Width

402 34.  with door 402 45.  with door

Island Base   
Size: Depth 60 cm, Height 15 cm, 
Width see selection .

402 305  60 cm

402 306  80 cm

402 307  120 cm

Base cupboard  
With an adjustable shelf. Open or 
with door (colours can be selected). 
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 30 cm  
(with door 34 cm), Height 40 cm.

402 349  open 402 459  open

Built-on or under the base 
Cupboard  
Door colour can be selected. 
Size: Width 40 cm, Height 20 cm, 
Depth 30 cm (with door  34 cm).

Filling Pieces, set of 2 pieces
Required in the case of the middle 
wall being  narrower than the total 
width of the island.
Size: Height 40 cm, Width see se-
lection 

402 550  10 cm

402 551  20 cm

6  white 5  light-green 3  grey

1  red

Colour selection of the fronts 
Replace the dot in the article number with the number of your chosen colour.

Corner shelving unit with 
pins 
For attachment on the left / right side 
with 3 towel holders (pins). 
Material: Rear wall white decor, 
middle wall and shelf  can be colour 
selected.  
Size: Width 20 cm, Height 40 cm, 
Depth 30 cm.

Corner shelving unit   
Zum Anbringen auf der linken/rech-
ten Seite. 
Material: Rear wall in white decor, 
frame and shelf in selectable co-
lours.  
Size: Width 20 cm, Height 40 cm, 
Depth 30 cm.

402 43.  colour selection    

402 44.  colour selection 

402 41.  colour selection 

402 42.  colour selection 

Put together your ideal solu-
tion: Would you like a kitche-
nette or would you prefer  a 
free-standing island in the 
room? 

All elements can be easily  self-
assembled,  just  with  a few 
simple steps. 

The Materials 

Base, Handles and Pins:
Solid beech, double lacquered. 

Add-on pieces and rear walls:
1.9 cm  white decor chipboard.
Frame and doors: 
1.6 cm chipboard decor.

0  Beech decor 2  Maple decor

402 485  60 cm

Low middle Wall for Island 
For simple, bilateral connection of 
the individual elements, guarantees 
free standing in the room. 
Size: Height 40 cm, Width see se-
lection .

Rear Walls  
For one-sided fastening of kitchen 
elements and hanging shelves. Not  
to stand freely in the room. 
Size: Height 100 cm, Width see se-
lection .

402 480  60 cm

402 487  120 cm402 482  120 cm

Middle Wall for Island  
For connecting both sides of the kit-
chen elements and hanging shelves 
of the kitchen island. 
Size: Height 100 cm, Width see se-
lection .

402 483  60 cm

Middle Wall with Hatch
For simple, bilateral connection of 
the individual elements, guarantees 
free standing in the room. 
Size: Height 100 cm, Width see se-
lection .

402 488  60 cm

402 486  80 cm402 481  80 cm

402 484  80 cm 402 489  80 cm

Day care height extensi-
on 
For height extension  of  furniture 
for day  care centres (65 cm). 
Size: Depth 30 cm, Height 10 
cm, Width see selection .

402 356  40 cm

402 357  20 cm

Narrow base Cupboard, 
open  
Material: Rear wall in white decor, 
frame and shelf in selectable co-
lours.  
Size: Width 20 cm, Height 40 cm, 
Depth 30 cm.

402 40.  Desired colour 

For older children 

4  petrol blue
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402 355  
Fridge
With egg holder, bottle holder, dis-
play and 1 shelf.
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 34 cm, 
Height 40 cm.

402 39.  Desired colour 

402 37.  Desired colour  

Sink 
With metal sink and grey wooden 
tap, 1 shelf, coloured front can be 
selected. 
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 34 cm, 
Height 50 cm (with water tap).

402 354  
Sink with Dishwasher 
With metal sink and grey wooden 
tap, 2  pull-out  trays, display, rota-
ting knob and 2 tabs in the holder. 
Three small buttons. 
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 34 cm, 
Height 50 cm.

Wardrobe 
With 1 shelf and clothes rail, door 
colour can be selected   
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 34 cm, 
Height 80 cm.

402 358  Microwave 
With glass front, handle and 2 rota-
ting knobs. 
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 19 cm, 
Height 20 cm.

402 38.  Desired colour 

Tall Cupboard  
With 3 shelves, door colour can be 
selected.  
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 34 cm, 
Height 80 cm.

Washing Machine 
Washing machine with detergent 
drawer (including 2 tabs) and 2 ro-
tating knobs. 
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 34 cm, 
Height 40 cm.

402 350  with door 

Door with window and handle  

402 351  with rotating drum 

With rotating drum and porthole 
door.

402 352  
Stove with Oven  
Ceramic hob and 4 rotating buttons. 
Oven with 2 rotating knobs, display 
and a pull-out baking tray. 
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 34 cm, 
Height 42 cm.

402 353  
Oven 
Oven with 2 rotating knobs, display 
and a pull-out baking tray. 
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 34 cm, 
Height 42 cm.

402 36.  Desired colour    

Stove  
Stove with ceramic hob and 4 rota-
ting knobs,  front door colour can be 
selected. 
Size: Width 40 cm, Depth 34 cm, 
Height 42 cm.

To be hung on a back 
wall
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Headline

Ground floor 3 places, staircase on the right

Ground floor 4 places, staircase on the right

staircase on the left

staircase on the left

staircase on the left

MioNido
SLEEPING PEDESTALS

To be ready for new discoveries we need 
regular peace and quiet and sleep. Some 
look for a room for themselves, while 
others want to have someone close. 
Some need  light, others  prefer dark-
ness.
The new spacious sleeping pedestals 
give every child a place to dream.
Up to 8 children can sleep in the Dusyma 
sleeping pedestals. Although the MioNido of-
fers plenty of  space, the external dimensions 
are very compact. The pedestals fit perfectly 
into the overall picture of a bedroom and con-
ciliate a sense of being safe and secure, 
and warmth. 
The small staircase enables children to safe-
ly find and leave their sleeping place without 
having to rely on the arms of adults. In order 
to make the best possible use of the sleeping 
area in the institution, the sleeping pedestals 
offer many design options and consequently 
a high degree of flexibility and variability. 
Typically Dusyma, the MioNido can be 
set up in different forms extremely easily. 
This means that a good and flexible bedroom 
concept can also be implemented in daycare 
centers with cramped rooms or even during 
renovation. Different fronts (with or without 
doors) can be combined for each basic struc-
ture. The stairs of the frames can be attached 
either on the left or on the right.SEE MORE

dusyma.com/
mionido

Mirrored assembly in no time

305 cm
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182 cm
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Ground floor 7 places

Ground floor 8 places
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Material
2.4 cm thick birch plywood, triple coated. Stair steps covered with 
light blue Tretford carpet. Step depth 27 cm, fronts made of birch 
multiplex and round  plexiglass panels , available in yellow, oran-
ge and blue; or beech solid wood round bars, available in naturalal, 
white or blue.

Planning example Ditzingen
With a room size of only 15 m2:
A total of 10 sleeping places with MioNido 7 
places and bed pedestal 401 380 - limited 
space optimally used.

Choose the desired front for each basic frame
You can choose between fronts with a door (with double locking) or 
fronts without a door.

With MioNido 3 and 4 places you need one front, with MioNido 7 and 
8 places you need two fronts.

Dimensions
Total height: 206 cm, minimum room height: 235 cm, platform 
height: 95 cm, parapet height: 100 cm, total depth: 145 cm, depth 
of the step 27 cm.
Overall length for 3 and 4 series 182 cm, for 7 and 8 series 305 cm

417 065  with door Bars 417 066  with door Plexi417 067  without door Plexi-/
Bars

417 068  without door Plexi  

417 050  MioNido 4 places 417 055  MioNido 7 places 417 060  MioNido 8 places417 045  MioNido 3 places
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Staircase
The staircase and stability  of the frame meet the requirements of EN 
1176 and the Municipal accident insurance  for playing platforms: 
adults can therefore use the stairs and the upper levels to comfort 
children or to clean the areas.

Parapet without Door
All parapets are 1m high and thus comply with the requirements of 
EN 1176 and the Municipal accident insurance for parapets on pla-
teaus. Since children can leave their alcove at any time using the 
stairs, there is no incentive to climb over the parapet. All parapets 
can also be redated and installed „upside down“: closed and open 
areas can therefore be  either on the right or  left hand side. Since the 
parapets are installed at the end, changes are possible at any time.
According to the Pikler pedagogy, the round bars offer safety and al-
low a clear view from inside and outside - they also offer children the 
possibility to pull themselves up, to practice standing and walking, 
and  air can circulate. 

Parapet with Door
Parapets with  a door enable the  staff to lay the children down wit-
hout bending over. It is a relief having a door  when making the beds, 
cleaning and in case of an emergency. The doors are secured at two 
points and two hands are required to open them, to close the door it 
is enough to lock the door.

Planning example Mannheim
With a room size of only 15 m2:
A total of 10 sleeping places with 
MioNido 7 places and MioNido 7 
places.
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102 625  Collecting bag – 
large set

Content/Material/Size: Set of 3 
tidy bags made from 100% poly-
ester, flame retardant, washable up 
to 60 °C. Includes 3 wooden labels 
(white faced MDF) with ball chain at-
tachment 33 x 27 cm, wooden tag 8 
x 4 cm, ball chain 20 cm.

Accessories:
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MioNido - the advantages at a glance

Modularity and Flexibility

Simple conversion and various possible combinations. The stairs 

can be easily installed  left or right. Redated installation of the 

parapets is also possible.

Parapet heights and stairs

Based on the corresponding standards DIN EN 1176 and Munici-

pal accident insurance.

Parapet door
Easy and safe opening for children.

In emergencies, for cleaning or to calm children who are already 

sleeping.
Easy installation 
The assembly can easily be done by a caretaker.

Cave / Passage
All sleeping  pedestals  have a cave under the stairs. This serves as 
an additional retreat. With cosy blankets, sheepskins and pillows, the 
children can cuddle, relax and hide in the cave.

Details of the Passage
In addition to the cave under the stairs, a small passage is integrated 
in the 7th and 8th bed platforms. This connects the two lower slee-
ping areas and enables the children to easily move from one side to 
the other. The children feel that they are not separated.
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